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ABSTRACT
There have been rising global reported cases of suicidal behaviors in schools and universities. In this qualitative study, the authors sought to explore how self-directed thoughts and emotions of intrapersonal experience that come from school performance precipitate suicide ideation among university students. Semi-structured interviews were conducted to solicit self-reported information on self-directed thoughts and emotions of intrapersonal experience among 40 students from Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST), Kumasi-Ghana. Two counselors from the Guidance and Counseling unit of the same institution were also interviewed. Theoretically, the paper employed Weiner’s motivational theory. This study used a six-phase thematic analysis. The study noted that intrapersonal experiences of self-directed thoughts, particularly unachieved expectancy of success and self-directed emotions of pride, guilt, and shame emanated from poor academic performance. From the data, the authors discovered that prayer, institutional support, for instance, the Guidance and Counseling Unit of KNUST and off-campus extracurricular activities mediated in curtailing or reducing the burden of suicide ideation with the eventual act of suicide. In conclusion, this paper has established that intrapersonal experience is complementary to the interpersonal experience of university students in the study of suicide ideation to holistically comprehend the internal and external factors that generate suicide ideation. This study recommends that the judicial system of Ghana should rethink decriminalizing suicide and attempted suicide if students are to acknowledge their state of suicide ideation for the necessary intervention.
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INTRODUCTION
Suicidal behavior—suicide, suicide attempts, and ideation—has been identified as a leading cause of death and disability worldwide.\textsuperscript{1} Despite the call of the World Health Organization’s Gap Action

Program in 2008 to include suicide ideation as a priority for global health, there is less work on populations such as university students. With the alarming increase in suicide among university students, efforts have been made to determine the factors that influence suicide ideation. The World Health Organization [WHO] study reported that an estimated 800,000 suicide deaths occur globally every year and 79% of global suicides occur in low-and middle-income countries. Furthermore, the report stated that suicide was the second highest cause of death among people between the ages of 15 and 29 globally. A majority of university students fall within this age category. The WHO report reiterates global estimates are under-reported because of the sensitive nature of suicide. In most countries, suicide is considered illegal, misclassified as another cause of death, or pronounced as an accident. As a result, most people may be reluctant to report suicide cases. In Africa, under-reporting of suicide estimates is further complicated by cultural, religious, or legal sanctions, because the society frowns upon families with incidents of suicide cases. The studies further indicate that less is known about suicide attempts and suicidal thoughts across the African continent. There are no national surveys on suicide ideation, suicide attempts, or suicide. Data on suicide are often obtained from hospital records, which underestimate the number of cases as many individuals are only admitted to hospitals when in critical conditions. There is a lack of published studies on the prevalence of suicidal behaviors among university students to contextualize the issue in many African countries.

Similarly, in Ghana, despite frequent suicide reports provided by local media, there is a lack of comprehensive data on suicidal behaviors. In 2018, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Mental Health Authority (MEA) in Ghana revealed that in every single reported case of suicide there are four unreported cases. The CEO further stated that an average of 1,500 suicide cases are recorded annually. Based on this record, the number of estimated suicide cases annually in Ghana is 7,500. Under-reporting, lack of comprehensive studies, and other assessment inhibitions make the study on suicidal thought critical.

Several cognitive, affective, and behavioral factors that derive from interpersonal experiences have been identified to influence suicide ideation among students. Factors that include negative life events, hopelessness, and depressive symptoms, life stresses, social isolation, deficient coping strategies and demographic correlates have all been identified to precipitate suicidal behaviors. Other scholars concluded in their studies among university students that the propensity for
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hopelessness to result in suicide ideation was higher than depression. Studies elucidated further that suicide ideation was positively correlated with a mood disorder. Another study also concluded on University students that those who inflict self-injury are less likely to seek assistance and they are normally faced with anxiety disorders. However, these interpersonal variables have been found to have small, short-term effects on suicide ideation; a situation that warrants further investigations. Yet, the extent to which intrapersonal variables, including self-directed thoughts, particularly unachieved expectancy of success and self-directed emotions of low self-esteem, guilt, and shame that are associated with suicide ideation, have not been fully explored. This paper seeks to unravel the intrapersonal experiences that influence the thought of suicide among university students with the case of Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST), Kumasi, Ghana.

Moreover, extensive studies on the association between school performance and suicide ideation have established weak links between risk factors of poor school performance and suicide ideation. In assessing the association between school grades and suicide ideation among graduating cohorts in Sweden, for example, the study argued that the association between poor school performance and suicide ideation is weakened unless the moderating effect of predictors is captured. The study captured parental education as the moderating predictor for suicide ideation. Similarly, it was argued that unless mental health is captured, the association between poor school performance and suicide ideation may be weakened. Additionally, despite the call for investigating moderating variables in the determination of the association between poor school performance and suicide ideation, there are still limited studies on the inclusion of moderating intrapersonal variables in the examination of suicide ideation and school performance. The rapid increase in suicide behaviors indicates the lacuna in suicide research on how university students fall into suicide ideation and this research contributes to the understanding of the phenomena.

The difficulty of obtaining suicidal behavioral records is further complicated by the extent to which the different kinds of suicide behaviors have been lumped together. Ideation, attempts, and actions have all been lumped into suicide studies. The inclusion of ideation in suicidal behavioral discussions is a complex issue because of the general lack of consistency in the transition from suicide ideation to suicide. But, the ideation-to-action framework continues to present issues that are yet to be answered. However, suicide ideation has gained prominence in discussions on suicidal behaviors because ideation serves as one of the main precursors to more serious behaviors of suicide.
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Since it has not been established in detail the factors that determine the individual’s transition from suicidal thoughts to suicidal actions, the recognition of the presence of major behavioral factors of suicide ideation would facilitate monitoring its course over time to prevent suicide.23

This exploratory study contributes to the literature on suicide ideation among university students. First, this study examines how intrapersonal experiences precipitate suicide ideation among university students. Secondly, the study investigates the moderating variables of intrapersonal experiences from school grades. The examination of the intrapersonal experience of university students and its moderating variables is necessary for understanding the association between poor school performance and the rapid increase in suicide ideation on university campuses.24 A good background for the study is provided and proceeds with the theoretical underpinning, methods, discussions and conclusion.

THEORETICAL UNDERPINNING
This study is informed by psychosocial perspectives of intrapersonal experience of motivational theory.25 Weiner’s motivational theory engages with two parts—intrapersonal and interpersonal experiences. According to the theory, motivation concerns how an individual interprets events as well as how the events influence the individual’s thinking and behavior. While intrapersonal motivation is individual-centered, interpersonal motivation is other-centered. The theory further explains intrapersonal experiences to include the self-directed thoughts and emotions of a person. This study applies an intrapersonal view from Weiner’s motivational perspective to examine the association of university students’ experiences with school performance and suicide ideation in order to provide an alternative dimension to the interpersonal dimension scholars are concerned with. The intrapersonal view on suicide ideation, as proposed in this study, examines intrapersonal experiences and emotional states prone to suicidal thoughts. Intrapersonal experience is conceptualized as the emotional feelings that are generated internally from self-imposed expectations of life. In this study, the authors operationalize intrapersonal experiences as the thoughts, emotions and behavior produced by an individual’s own situation. The operationalized variables could be active or passive depending on the strength of the experience.

One of the most common ways by which suicide and suicide ideation have been assessed is by estimating the proportion of persons involved in the practice.26 The number of persons with reported cases of suicide ideation can be counted at a low or high rate. The World Health Organization and other major organizations have all determined the prominence of suicide and suicide ideation based on the number of people who have intentions or have committed the act. Suicidal thoughts and suicide have also been assessed by examining their importance as a public health problem. These forms of assessments are based on interpersonal influences such as violence and conflicts. Classical work on social factors27 influenced studies that showed that a lack of connection to others can intensify one’s propensity for decreased academic success and might increase suicidal behaviors. Following Durkheim’s views on suicide and external causality, many studies have examined the significance of social connectedness because of the important role these researchers placed in how external factors produced suicidal tendencies in people. Even situations such as emotional distress have all been viewed as emerging from a person’s connection with other people. It is argued that the beliefs about the
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responsibility of others and other-directed effects of anger, guilt, shame, and sympathy play a major role in suicide ideation and suicide.

However, among university students, suicide ideation and suicide may be largely derived from intrapersonal influences of self-directed thoughts, particularly unachieved expectancy of success and self-directed emotions of pride, guilt, and shame. The study further argued that subjective expectancy of future success and self-directed emotions related to self-esteem, guilt, shame, and others are likely moderators of a student’s actions after the student receives a poor grade in an exam. Weiner labeled self-directed thoughts and feelings as intrapersonal. Weiner derived intrapersonal motivation from an attribution perspective and postulated that unexpected events such as failure in an important exam will surely evoke attribution processes. In one form of Weiner’s attribution process, an individual may assume that personality accounts for the individual’s behavior. Stemming from Weiner’s view, therefore, students would attribute failure in an examination to the self. Self-blame is further reinforced by factors such as social norms. According to Weiner, in certain situations, failure is attributed to multiple causes. An individual may derogate his/her personal ability, while another person may attribute failure to less hard work. However, both situations would create in the individual a sense of self-blame.

Weiner’s purported views have been supported and expanded by other studies. It was noted that, for example, intrapersonal theory shows self-directed thoughts such as the expectancy of success as closely associated with self-directed emotions such as pride; while self-directed thoughts of failure are closely associated with emotions of guilt and shame. This means that, for example, when a student fails an exam, he/she is likely to experience shameful or guilty self-emotions. The guilt or shame may be interpreted as the result of having studied less for the paper or as the result of the perceived lack of personal capacity. Students would react to failure with poor school performance and to success with good school performance. Although academic performance is perceived as a subjective indicator, it is argued that academic performance is consistently associated with suicidal ideation than such objective indicators as age inconsistency with grade level.

METHODOLOGY
The three main variables of interest in this qualitative study—intrapersonal experiences, academic performance, and suicide ideation—operate within both private and personal spheres. Hence, statistical data are normally difficult to obtain. This qualitative research used a case study design. A case study allowed for an in-depth examination of suicide ideation in the context of a university setting. Unfortunately, only cross-sectional data with meta-analysis have been used in suicide behavior studies. A case study is suitable for getting in-depth data on personal and private discussions that would ensue from the interviews. A case study was suitably used to examine the intrapersonal experiences, academic performance, and suicide ideation of students at KNUST. This study used a semi-structured interview guide to gather information from 40 purposively selected students who responded to the invitation placed on classroom notice boards, Google forms, and classroom
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announcements. The interviews were conducted at the residential halls on the KNUST campus, targeting one female-only residential hall, two mixed halls (halls that accommodate both male and female students) and one male-only residential hall. Respondents were recruited from all six colleges of the University. Respondents were undergraduate students pursuing various academic degree programs. Two counselors of the Guidance and Counseling Unit of the university were also interviewed. The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Respondents provided self-reported information on their intrapersonal experiences, suicide ideation, and academic performance. Beyond the standard methodological problems associated with interviewing, there are potential confounding factors that can affect self-report rates of suicidal ideation. The report explained that self-reported rates of suicidal ideation are particularly problematic because suicidal ideation is often a fleeting, fluctuating experience that is not observable. Moreover, self-reported lifetime rates of suicidal ideation are also confounded by recall biases in remembering long-distant events. The WHO Report further stated the main biases of self-reports to include the literacy level of the population, specific wording used in the interviewing, length of the interview and interpretation of the exact meaning and implications of the wording in the local language. Other factors mentioned in the report include the time frame considered for the interview and the extent to which respondents are willing to reveal personal and private information. To limit some of the influence of the factors given in the report, this study considered the following measures—respondents selected for this study were university students, the time used for each interview was between 30 minutes and 45 minutes, and respondents agreed to provide revealing information about suicidal thoughts and academic performance when assured of confidentiality.

Respondents in this study read and signed consent forms which duly stated the overall purpose, as well as risks and rewards/benefits of the study. Informed consent forms stated that the study was voluntary and respondents could withdraw if they felt uncomfortable. This study ensured the confidentiality of the respondents and used codes to replace the identity of respondents to ensure anonymity. The KNUST Institutional Review Board of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences issued ethical clearance for this study.

School performance in this study was measured by students’ satisfaction with their academic outcomes. Some of the indicators of academic outcomes selected for his study were the ability of students to adjust to university guidelines, choose academic programs they liked, select preferred courses for a major graduating program and the ability to obtain Course Weighted Average (CWA) or Grade Point Average (GPA) that warrants the award of a degree. The ability of students to adjust to the university’s guidelines and rules also helps to produce proper academic functioning.

This study established trustworthiness in the four main criteria: credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. To promote credibility in the study, various processes of triangulation were used to get information. To determine which participants to include in this study.
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purposive sampling was employed. Bernard argued that purposive sampling, like other non-probability methods, enables the researcher to identify and describe shared experiences, opportunities and the challenges of life. Participants were selected based on their interest to respond to the questions and motivation to be a part of the study. To ensure transferability, the researcher relied on thick descriptions of life’s situations of KNUST students. These descriptions provided a rich enough portrayal of campus life. This study was conducted in 2020. Dependability for this study involved peer debriefing. Colleague field researchers of KNUST were used to read and react to field notes and to provide interpretations and feedback.

This study used six phases of thematic analysis that served as an outline for qualitative analysis guidelines. According to Braun and Clarke, the first phase of the analysis involves familiarizing yourself with the data. To become familiar with the data for this study, the authors listened to audio-recorded interviews, reviewed extensive notes and reflected on daily observations on campus. As a way of obtaining validity of the work, transcripts were thoroughly read through to ensure that clear errors were avoided and there was a constant comparison of data. Carefully, the researchers read and re-read all the transcriptions to understand what the participants were saying and how they were saying what they said while making notes and jotting down early impressions. The next phase involved organizing the data in a meaningful and systematic way. Manually, initial codes were generated for the identification of topics, issues, similarities, and differences revealed through reading each transcript. The third phase involved searching for themes. The codes were reviewed and combined into themes. All the codes that fitted together were put into a theme. These themes were descriptive, describing patterns in the data that applied to the research questions. In the fourth phase, the themes were reviewed, modified and developed into broader ones. For the fifth phase, the authors refined the themes to identify the essence of what each theme was about, what each theme was saying, the sub-themes involved, and how the themes related to the main theme. Finally, the sixth phase involved producing a report. The themes were put into a write-up.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The main areas of interest in the investigation—intrapersonal experiences, school performance and suicide ideation—permeated this section of the study. The thematic areas discussed included the following: academic performance and suicidal thoughts; student’s academic performance; and students’ coping mechanisms for stress.

**Academic performance and suicidal thoughts**

From the study, only three of the 40 respondents (7.5%) interviewed mentioned they had suicidal thoughts. However, when respondents were asked to state how they felt when they were unsuccessful or trailed (failed) an exam, their responses provided a good premise for understanding the role of moderating variables associated with poor school performance and suicide ideation.
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When respondents were asked to explain how they felt when they had poor academic performance, one respondent in the third year shared his experience:

*My life came ‘crumbling’ when I found out that I had trailed (failed) in two of my courses. Life became more difficult for me when one of my friends who was struggling in the same course informed me that he had passed the subject. In fact, I had helped this guy pass while I trailed. You won’t understand how I felt the first night when I heard the news from my friend. I had suicidal thoughts run through my whole mind because I blamed myself for not passing all my papers. But, I just didn’t know how to commit suicide. I was determined to find out more about suicide. Something happened so I stopped. You see, the laws of Ghana criminalize suicide and I don’t want to spend my life in jail.*

In reiteration, another respondent, about 20 years old in the final year of her program who had planned suicide remarked:

*I can’t think of suicide but I recognize that when I trailed in one of my subjects last year, I was so ‘disturbed.’ At one time I felt like ‘doing something,’ but I didn’t know what to do.*

A third respondent, a female student of 23 years, who was quick to overcome suicidal thoughts because she was busy with her academic work, stated:

*The situation that contributed to this bad idea is that, I looked at my situation from various angles and perspectives and I got to know that I will become the ‘shamed’ person on campus. I thought suicide will be the nicest way to escape this problem of trials and shame. But I quickly put the thought out of my mind and moved on.*

Although students rarely admit the link between poor academic performances with suicide ideation, the feelings that emerge out of the poor performance precipitate suicidal thoughts. Respondents in this study indicated that they felt disturbed, ashamed or bad and perceived suicide to be the ‘nicest way to escape this problem of trials.’

Another respondent wanted to ‘do something.’ When the respondent was asked to explain what ‘doing something’ in his story meant, he explained that ‘doing something’ was a feeling he got when he realized he had trailed the exam but the feeling fizzled out eventually. Although the respondent denied that ‘doing something’ had any association with suicide ideation, further explanation from the discussion indicated otherwise. Out of his feelings (although he could not appropriately describe the feeling), one can see an emergence of suicidal thoughts for escape. As shown in the responses, the student did not place any importance on the thought of ‘doing something’ and further argued that ideas that come from low academic grades, incomplete grades in subjects, or debts cannot lead to suicide ideation.

Another respondent explained this reaction: ‘I quickly pushed the thought out of my mind and moved on.’ This statement reiterates the notion that the small, short-term effects of variables that account for suicide ideation may be active or passive.\(^47\) The impact of the active variable is stronger than the passive variable. The mere wish of death may be passive but a person who felt disturbed, who
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perceived his/her life as crumbled, or who wanted to do something, as narrated in this study, falls under the active category.

It is worth noting that the perception of the students is that suicide ideation is usually shown through suicide attempts. From the study, the most common suicide strategy revealed is an overdose of prescription drugs. The three respondents who agreed that they had suicidal thoughts indicated they had attempted suicide as well. All three respondents posited that they had overdosed on prescription medicines.

One of the three respondents who was hospitalized as a result of overdose explained the attempt he made at committing suicide when he remarked:

*When I trailed in six of my courses in the same academic year, I carefully thought about suicide. In an attempt, I overdosed on my prescription drugs. I swallowed six of my pills instead of two. I had run out of my medicines and needed to restock. Unfortunately, I reacted to the overdose. I had shortness of breath and tossed on my bed so my roommate rushed me to the hospital. Now I know my roommate saved my life.*

The other two attempts made at suicide in the study were overdosing on pain relievers. Rather than using the medicines prescribed for their intended purpose, one of the respondents overdosed and explained her action: ‘It was to relieve me of the pain I was having from the trails because I had more pains from trails.’

**Students’ Academic Satisfaction**

The ability of students to adjust to campus life through the selection of preferred major courses, enrolment into preferred academic programs and attainment of good CWA or GPA scores were the factors considered for academic satisfaction in this study. Many of the respondents mentioned that the programs they were studying were not their first choice for a bachelor’s degree. The admission process of universities in Ghana, including KNUST, allows students to select more than one choice for a program of study. Once a student does not get into the first choice program, the university automatically places the student into the second or third choice program. Sometimes a student is given a course s/he did not select. Other factors that determine the choice of programs offered to students include the admission rate, students’ performance in the West Africa Senior High School Certificate Examination (WASSCE), and occasionally affirmative action. Respondents enrolled unto their first, second or third choice programs identified their strengths and weaknesses in the courses offered and commented on how they had to work harder to succeed in the courses when given a second or third choice offer.

A first-year student who faced difficulties in some of the courses the school offered him argued that:

*If we could run away from the course, I would do so. I don’t have any interest in the subjects I’m taking. But I don’t want to waste my time leaving the program, reapplying and thinking about readmission into another program. You know, I also have to write WASSCE to improve my grades.*

Consequently, most respondents in this study indicated they failed their exams because of the course offered. These students made little effort to pass their exams and felt guilty, ashamed, or angry when they trailed. Most of them felt that if they had studied hard, they would have performed better. One respondent regretted her actions and remarked:

---

I regret not putting in much effort when it came to math-related courses especially, research methods in 3rd year. I put into my mind that I don’t like math and so I wasn’t good at it. I wouldn’t practice the statistical foundations of the course and I regretted that because in the end I had to chew (memorize) my notes and failed the exam.

Another respondent expressed unambiguous support for the less effort students put into studies and the feelings they derive and remarked:

My ‘tragic moment’ and the worse feeling was not studying hard enough to pass all my papers.

Another respondent who shared her experience in a similar situation stated:

Oh! It was bad like we all know, a trail makes you feel bad. Technically trail means you didn’t learn or you didn’t take learning seriously. So it affected me emotionally and socially. I felt really, really down because I thought my dad would get disappointed and my friends who believed in me would also get disappointed. I felt very, very down. I felt really, really down and it even led to thinking something really, really bad.

Unfortunately, once the university admitted a student and offered a course to that student there is limited option for change. Students who wished to change courses reapplied in the next year or transferred to another university the following year. This study revealed that some students had as many as six trails in a semester. Students showed their frustration in trailing in subjects.

However, the university offered the opportunity for students to rewrite trailed papers. At the end of each academic year, students wrote supplementary examinations for trailed subjects. This opportunity was welcoming support for students in this study.

According to a second-year student who was asked to give his opinion on the opportunity to rewrite the subjects he had trailed:

Supplementary examinations conducted at the end of an academic year encouraged me to rewrite my trailed examinations. Supplementary examinations reassured me of an opportunity to complete their program. I was required to re-write my trailed papers anytime during my four-year degree program and I knew I had to pass all the courses before I can receive an award for my bachelor's degree.

Although most of the students interviewed had debts, trailed, or failed in some of the subjects they offered, they indicated that they were satisfied with the opportunity KNUST offered to them to rewrite the exam. They envisaged this opportunity as a way for them to graduate and get a job. But, this opportunity, some students asserted, did not remove the ‘burden of failure.’ As one respondent puts it: ‘I felt miserable when I realized that I had trailed my exam.’

Another student shared her worries about examination failure and remarked:

The future makes me worried. I am so afraid of entering into it (the future) looking at the state of our country now. It is not an economy that makes a person glad to make it into the future. But with the employable skills I gained, I can create my own job. I think about my worries all the time. Sometimes, I wish I could end it all.

Students’ worries about examinations and failures were confirmed by the counsellors of the university who argued:

Generally, the number of students who use our unit increases during the period when examinations begin and decrease immediately after examinations.
Scholars also argue that students who cannot actualize the prospects of academic failure resort to suicide ideation and suicide.\(^{49}\) Students in this study perceived the future as distant, but they pointed out that the job market in Ghana is ‘choked’ or has limited employment options. Students also argued that those who performed well academically were more likely to secure better jobs upon graduation.\(^{50}\)

**Students Coping Mechanisms for Stress**

This study also found respondents’ coping mechanisms in difficult situations. Some of the coping strategies were used for immediate relief of problems while other strategies were linked to the future. Respondents mentioned coping strategies including listening to music, playing video games, consulting with other persons, or sleeping. In addition, the KNUST Guidance and Counselling Unit provided institutional support for students. However, one other strategy that stood up in this study was students’ belief in prayers. Studies with students in midwifery in Ghana indicated that the belief in God and trust that God will see them through their difficult circumstances was expressed by many students irrespective of their religious background.\(^{51}\)

A final-year student who showed her religious inclination towards every aspect of her daily activities remarked:

*Never! Taking one’s life is a sin to God. Why would I think of killing myself when I didn’t give myself that life?*

In reiteration, the two counsellors of the university interviewed in this study indicated:

*Some students use the services of their pastors in difficult times rather than the services of our unit.*

To confirm the religious beliefs of students as a coping mechanism, another respondent argued:

*Suicide ideation is only for people who do not believe in God. Once you believe in God, you know God will help you deal with the situation.*

Another student gave an account of some of the religious practices of students when he explained:

*I fasted from food for three days and prayed throughout the day when I failed one of my courses. This is how I cope with difficult situations including failing any of my courses. I am relieved after fasting and praying. In most cases, I overcame the difficulty. Even if I don’t get rid of the difficulty, I am ok after I fast and pray.*

Although there have been limited studies on religion and suicide ideation, the experiences students shared in dealing with failure showed religion and belief in the supernatural played a key role. In explaining this assertion, this study argues that self-blame and self-directed thoughts may cause people to choose coping strategies that would lead to improvement of the self by a supernatural authority. In this way, an individual’s self-directed thoughts may interconnect with self-directed emotions and cause the individual to derive satisfaction from prayer. In this study, prayer served as a
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successful coping strategy and accounted for the tendency for denial of suicide ideation among students. Using prayer as a coping strategy is increasing in developing countries. Amy Wachholtz and Usha Sambamthoori’s study found older women to be more likely to use prayer to answer lifestyle behavior, this study found that young adults in university also used prayer as a key coping mechanism in dealing with suicide ideation. Students fasted from food, visited prayer camps, consulted with prophets of God and sought divine interventions for their problems. This routine of seeking divine support was not only practiced when students trailed but also before they wrote an exam.

In sharing the role of prayer in students’ examination, one respondent stated that:

*Anytime I had an exam to write, I spent three days fasting at a prayer camp during the weekend preceding the exam. My prophet gives me ‘directions’ to follow to achieve success in the exam. Don’t get me wrong, I learn for the exam, but at the same time, I have to follow the ‘directions’ of my prophet. I cannot be successful without my prophet’s ‘direction.’*

According to the above respondent, the “directions” or rituals from prophets include fasting, participating in evangelism, and abstaining from contact with close friends who may distract him from the “directions.” These regular “directions” usually intensify when respondents get poor grades. Another study by Gregg found that the use of religiosity/spirituality increases during a crisis. Women used denial and/or anger as an effective strategic response to the initial reaction to stress. These responses emphasize women’s resilience to treatment. But when the women’s situations become worse, they turn to God through prayer for answers to their problems. Most of the women in the study found comfort in God. Godfrey Gregg. “I am a Jesus Girl: Coping stories of Black American Women Diagnosed with Breast Cancer,” Journal of Religion and Health, 50, (2010): 1040-1053.

In addition to resorting to prayer in difficult times, students in this study also believed in hard work. One of the students expressed her feeling about engaging in practical activities that would enhance her employable opportunities when she stated:

*We have had a lot of joys especially, when we went to do attachment in large companies such as Tema Oil Refinery and realized the practicality of the course that we study in school in the industry. We are very, very, glad to get such opportunities. These job practices help build our confidence.*

Another finding from the study showed that extra-curricular programs were important to KNUST students and encouraged them to get relief from trails. Despite the difficulties students experienced during their studies, they shared their good moments at internships, educational tours, field trips, and job fairs. Respondents indicated that extra-curricular programs have been helpful in providing students with more engaged on- and off-campus programs. Some of the extra-curricular programs the students mentioned are internships and sports. Most of the students mentioned the satisfaction and experience they gained in these extra-curricular activities. They gained hands-on experience as they interned with companies and supplemented classroom teaching with on-the-job training. From the study, KNUST student internship programs cut across all kinds of companies in Ghana. Although, the respondents interviewed did not directly link their future careers with suicide

---


ideation, they mentioned that their success in academic performance was important in the acquisition of better-paying jobs.

RECOMMENDATION
The present study posits that both interpersonal and intrapersonal experiences should be given equal attention because interpersonal and intrapersonal experiences are complementary rather than contradictory in suicide and suicide ideation studies. Students designed coping strategies by listening to music, playing games, taking up extra-curricular activities, internships and most importantly seeking religious support. Prayer and other forms of spiritual engagements also provide support and reduce the incidence of suicide ideation. The study also recommends institutional policies that would facilitate changes in academic program selection processes. It recommends a shift in the criminal discourses of suicide ideation and suicide to a more humane approach that promotes rehabilitation. This study serves as a guide to university authorities in Ghana with a pathway to adopt intervention strategies that reduce the risk of suicide ideation. Further studies may examine the level of intrapersonal and interpersonal experiences for academic outcomes among university students.

CONCLUSION
This exploratory study sought to contribute to the literature on suicide ideation among university students. First, the authors examined how intrapersonal experiences precipitate suicide ideation among university students. Secondly, they investigated the moderating variables of intrapersonal experiences from school grades. The research findings showed that most of the students have apparently low awareness and knowledge of what signs indicate suicidal ideation. This has led to a widespread refusal by students in relating the thoughts that emerged from their emotional distress to suicide ideation. The authors conceptualized this ambivalent awareness of the thought of suicide in this article as explicit and implicit knowledge of suicide ideation. The field study also noted that the criminalization of suicide and attempted suicide in the judicial system of Ghana imposes fear on university students in acknowledging their state of suicide ideation. The few respondents who described their attempt at suicide spoke with a lot of caution and reluctance to avoid any criminal implications. The authors argued from the data that intrapersonal experiences of university students are fundamental in suicide ideation with the case of KNUST. The study further noted that intrapersonal experiences of self-directed thoughts, particularly unachieved expectancy of success and self-directed emotions of pride, guilt, and shame emanated from poor academic performance. Although academic performance is perceived as a subjective indicator, the study found that academic performance is consistently associated with suicide ideation than such objective indicators as age. The study that prayer, institutional support for instance the Counseling Unit of KNUST and off-campus extracurricular activities mediated in curtailing or reducing the burden of suicide ideation with the eventual act of suicide. In conclusion, this paper has established that intrapersonal experience is complementary to the interpersonal experience of university students in the study of suicide ideation so as to holistically comprehend the internal and external factors that generate suicide ideation.
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